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June 8, 2011 
 
Dear Friend of the River, 
 
Right now, we have an historic opportunity for basin-wide restoration of the Upper 
Clark Fork watershed.  The news of native fish swimming upriver past the former 
Milltown Dam site and returning to the newly restored Silver Bow Creek heightened 
expectations for the ecological and economic benefits this basin can provide.  
Combined with the pending cleanup of mining wastes along 40 miles of the main 
stem river between Warm Springs and Garrison, these restoration projects can lead 
to a full-scale revitalization of the Upper Clark Fork River and its communities. 
 
The Clark Fork Coalition sees an urgent need and a unique opening to ensure that 
these restoration efforts reach their full potential.  The attached document puts 
forward an integrated strategy for doing so, by proposing to restore the Upper Clark 
Fork’s tributary streams in tandem with the cleanup of the river.  We believe it’s 
important to focus resources at the top of the 3,700-mile watershed initially, so this 
strategy concentrates in the areas known as “Headwaters” and “Reach A.” 
 
Rebuilding a healthy aquatic ecosystem will require an integrated approach to 
tributary restoration.  To that end, our multi-phase strategy combines a variety of 
projects that will re-water, reconnect, and restore stream habitat.  With an emphasis 
on reconnecting tributaries to the river, this approach addresses all major water 
quality and habitat issues in the Upper Clark Fork, not just those related to metals 
toxicity.  It also benefits stakeholders, particularly agricultural water users, and it 
builds on substantial investments made to-date cleaning up and restoring the basin.   
 
We know that success in integrated restoration work will require collaboration with a 
large array of partners.  To that end, we hope that this document helps:  1) strengthen 
partnerships among landowners, watershed groups, and agencies; 2) stimulate 
further dialogue about restoration planning and priorities; and 3) enhance 
monitoring efforts and facilitate information sharing among partners.  
 
The Clark Fork Coalition is committed to working with a wide variety of private and 
public partners during the next decade to help realize an ambitious vision of 
restoration success.  This vision links restoration actions over the entire riverine 
landscape, from the ridgetops to the river itself.  It links the concerns of urban 
stakeholders with those of rural landowners.  And it links a science-driven ecological 
restoration of the basin with actions that foster productive agricultural lands and 
diversify economic opportunities for the riverside communities. 
 
We look forward to hearing your reactions to these ideas, and receiving your feedback 
on this document.  Even more, we look forward to working with you out on the 
ground to restore the Upper Clark Fork basin for all the communities that depend 
upon it. 
 
Best Regards, 

     
 
Karen Knudsen    Will McDowell 
Executive Director    Stream Restoration Director 

 

PO Box 7593 
Missoula, MT 59807 
406/542-0539 Phone 
406/542-5632 Fax 
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INTRODUCTION

T his is a time of historic opportunity for ecological and 
economic restoration of the Upper Clark Fork River 
basin.  "is watershed spans 120 river-miles between 
Bu!e and Missoula.  At the lower reaches, Milltown Dam 

has just been removed, restoring the free-#owing con#uence 
of the Blackfoot and Clark Fork Rivers, and opening over 3,700 
square miles of habitat for migratory trout.  At the upper 
end, the river’s headwaters are literally being rebuilt through 
restoration and remediation e$orts focused on removing 
mine-waste pollution at Silver Bow Creek.  In between, a 
massive Superfund cleanup along 43 miles of the upper river’s 
#oodplain is poised to begin.  

"e Clark Fork Coalition (CFC) sees an urgent need and unique opportunity for 
integrated river basin restoration in the Upper Clark Fork watershed that provides 
long-term natural assets to landowners and communities throughout the basin. 
We believe that the ecological restoration goals should be set high for this world-
class opportunity.  We also believe that new public-private partnerships, strategic 
planning, and more coordinated action will be necessary to achieve the desired 
results: a fully restored and fully-functioning watershed.

"e CFC’s mission is to protect and restore the Clark Fork River basin. Our work is 
conducted by a sta$ of 12, based out of our main o%ce in Missoula and a ranch 
o%ce in the Deer Lodge Valley.  We have 2,700 supporting members basin-wide, 
with guidance and oversight provided by a 15-member board. Our programs are 
designed to address both the ecological issues as well as economic and social issues 
throughout the watershed, because we believe the health of our rivers and the health 
of our communities are inextricably linked.  

Our goals for the basin include returning aquatic conditions in the Upper Clark 
Fork River to its full ecological potential.  "is watershed provides the headwaters 
that feed the entire 22,000-mile Clark Fork system.  In 2008, the CFC prioritized 
the Upper Clark Fork watershed as a central component of our work to protect 
and restore the Clark Fork basin.   We have since dedicated new resources to: 1) 
strengthen partnerships between landowners, watershed groups, and agencies; 2) 
amplify the scope of the Upper Clark Fork Superfund cleanup and remediation; 
3) restore tributaries through an integrated package that re-waters, re-builds, and 
re-connects stream habitat and aquatic corridors; and 4) enhance monitoring e$orts, 
and facilitate information sharing of restoration results. 

"e central challenge is how to successfully restore a healthy aquatic ecosystem in 
the river and its tributaries, while sustaining productive livestock grazing, irrigated 
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agriculture, forestry and improved recreation. We plan to meet this challenge by 
creating a model of integrated restoration that delivers a healthy river system and 
re#ects a shared community vision, leveraging the Superfund cleanup into long-term 
ecological, economic, and cultural bene&ts for the watershed.  

"e CFC will implement this model of integrated restoration by focusing restoration 
resources in the Reach A (Warm Springs to Garrison) and the Headwaters sub-basins 
of the Upper Clark Fork.  (See map on p. 8)  "e most gains for a healthy watershed 
result from starting upstream and working down.  In addition, these two sub-basins 
are also the most heavily impacted of all seven sub-basins in the Upper Clark Fork, 
resulting from over 150 years of mining waste compounded with agricultural, urban 
and  land-use impacts.  

"e CFC also has two unique tools for furthering our goal in Reach A and the 
Headwaters.  First, we can provide a riverside ranchlands learning site'Dry 
Co!onwood Creek Ranch, purchased in 2005 by the CFC and two conservation 
partners and managed by the CFC'to explore the challenges that cleanup and 
restoration bring to the valley’s ranchers and the agricultural economy.  Secondly, 
we have the capacity and expertise to pursue #ow restoration projects.  Water 
transactions, such as irrigation e%ciency and water leasing projects add critical cold 
water to vital streams and the river in a manner that respects and enhances local 
agricultural operations.

To assure restoration success, the CFC and our partners will link together restoration 
actions over the entire riverine landscape'not just in the contaminated sites but 
throughout the watershed. Our vision of integrated restoration links tributary stream 
restoration with mainstem remediation and restoration.  It also links the concerns of 
urban and recreational stakeholders with those of rural and agricultural landowners, 
and links a science-driven ecological restoration of the basin’s natural assets with a 
vision of economic revitalization in the upper basin. 
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PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF DOCUMENT

T he purpose of this document is to describe the CFC’s 
integrated aquatic ecosystem restoration approach for 
the Upper Clark Fork. Flow restoration, &sh passage-
connectivity, habitat enhancement and forest-watershed 

management projects will be combined strategically across 
the riverine landscape to achieve successful restoration of the 
damaged aquatic ecosystem in the Upper Clark Fork. While 
our primary focus is on aquatic restoration, our strategies also 
include strengthening sustainable agriculture and improving 
forest lands, as land management practices are directly tied to 
watershed health in the Upper Clark Fork. 

Multiple public and private organizations are actively involved in restoration activities 
in the Upper Clark Fork.  Our main partners include the local Watershed Restoration 
Coalition (WRC), Trout Unlimited (TU), as well as the state and federal agencies 
working in this watershed. E$ective coordination between these organizations is 
vital for maximizing and leveraging available resources.  "is document focuses on 
the CFC’s priorities and strategic approach: where we will work, what we hope to 
accomplish, and how we plan to get it done. 

1.1

MAP 1
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CHALLENGE AND A VISION OF DESIRED FUTURE CONDITIONS

T he Upper Clark Fork is a river on the rebound from 
over 150 years of hard work as a producer of precious 
metals.  Today, the citizens and landowners of Montana, 
together with their local governments, state agencies, 

the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), U.S. Forest Service 
(USFS), and others, are pulling together to restore the ecological 
integrity of the basin, and rebuilding its economic future.

"e CFC believes that standards for desired future ecological and economic 
conditions in the Upper Clark Fork basin should be set high. "e resources and 
commitment are all in place to carry out world-class restoration of this river basin. 
Tremendous progress has already been made cleaning up Silver Bow Creek and 
removing Milltown Dam and the mining wastes piled behind it'now is the time to 
build on these ongoing “book-end” projects at the top and bo!om of the Upper 
Clark Fork watershed.  "ese investments will have far-reaching ecological and 
economic consequences.  

We have broken the geography of the Upper Clark Fork into 7 sub-watersheds for 
purposes of prioritizing restoration work in this large landscape (see Map 2 below): 
the Headwaters, including Silver Bow, Mill-Willow, and Warm Springs Creeks; Reach 
A, Reach B, and Reach C of the mainstem river; Flint Creek, Rock Creek, and the Li!le 
Blackfoot River.  During the next decade, we will concentrate our resources and direct 
investment on Reach A and in the Headwaters to realize the most dramatic bene&t 
for the aquatic habitat.  We do recognize that fully achieving the desired future 
conditions throughout the entire Upper Clark Fork will take longer: possibly 20-25 
years.  Below are  ecological and economic benchmarks we believe are achievable in 
that time frame, if restoration investments are well-targeted:

Re-establish baseline !shery conditions in the Clark Fork River 
to ensure salmonid !sh density is similar to reference streams 
such as the Big Blackfoot or Bi"erroot; it includes the full 
diversity of salmonids, suckers, sculpins and minnows found 
in those nearby rivers; and species reproduce successfully 
throughout ecologically appropriate parts of the basin. 

Re-establish westslope cu"hroat trout in a majority (over 50%) 
of the river system: westslope cu"hroats are now found in 
less than 30% of the Upper Clark Fork stream miles, mostly in 
upper watershed refuges.  

Re-establish #uvial runs of westslope cu"hroat into a dozen 
reconnected tributaries of the mainstem river, including at least 
four streams in Reach A, two in Reach B, and six in Reach C.
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Increase bull trout numbers in the upper watershed 
strongholds; establish a self-reproducing migratory bull trout 
population in Reaches A, B, and C; and connect the disjunct 
relic populations in Warm Springs, Flint-Boulder, Harvey and 
Rock Creeks.

Enhance other migratory native !sh populations, such as 
white!sh and suckers, throughout the river system, including 
abundant spawning in Reaches A, B, and C.

A"ain healthy populations of top aquatic predators (river o"er, 
bald eagle, osprey, great blue heron) throughout the mainstem 
and major tributaries.

Increase density and diversity of riparian-dependent wildlife 
(e.g. neotropical birds) in the mainstem and major tributaries of 
Reaches A, B, and C to reference levels. 

Allow no invasive mussels, snails, or aquatic weeds to establish 
in the Upper Clark Fork.

Meet all water quality standards, Total Maximum Daily 
Load (TMDL) targets and INFISH requirements for water 
temperature, nutrients, sediment and habitat in at least 50% of 
tributaries.

Improve the riparian health in all !sh-priority tributaries, so that 
50% of reaches are “sustainable,” and less than 10% of reaches 
are “unsustainable” in NRCS assessments.

Strengthen the recreational !shing ou$i"er industry, which 
is now returning to the Upper Clark Fork and its largest 
tributaries (Flint Creek, Li"le Blackfoot, Warm Springs Creek, 
etc.)

Coordinate drought management plans for Reaches A, B, and 
Flint Creek, to relieve stress on aquatic organisms in dry years, 
while maintaining key agricultural production.

Dramatically increase the acreage under conservation practices 
on private property.

Sustain a thriving agricultural economy, maintaining the 
approximate current levels of irrigated agriculture and 
production in Granite, south Powell, and Deer Lodge counties.

Diversify agricultural, timber and non-agricultural production 
and reduce unemployment in the Upper Clark Fork, 
particularly in small towns: Philipsburg, Drummond, Deer 
Lodge, and Anaconda.
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"ese elements of a future vision are linked closely together.  A vital &shery 
requires clean water and restored #ows and habitat.  It will help provide economic 
opportunities through ou(i!ing and tourism.  Water quality improvements will 
bene&t cold-water &sheries, agriculture, municipalities and overall aesthetic conditions 
essential to sustainable economies.  Improved riparian wildlife habitats and corridors 
will improve quality of life, especially hunting and wildlife observation.  Agricultural 
operations will bene&t from stronger links to local urban markets, be!er water 
resource infrastructure, and from the payment for the environmental services (be!er 
soil, habitat, and clean water) that appropriate agricultural land uses can provide.  

In our vision, the Upper Clark Fork &shery and wildlife will be world-class, the 
ranchlands and agricultural &elds will be sustainably productive, a strong agricultural 
tradition will be handed to future generations, the local economy will be diversi&ed 
with thriving tourism, forestry, services and manufacturing, and the community will be 
enriched by young people who want to raise their families to enjoy the exceptional 
natural, recreational and cultural assets of this place.

1.2 INTRODUCTION
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REGIONAL IMPORTANCE OF RESTORATION  
IN THE UPPER CLARK FORK

T he Upper Clark Fork basin is a linchpin in the Northern 
Rockies landscape for conserving and enhancing &sh 
and wildlife resources.  Investing in landscape-scale 
restoration is ecologically important here because:

1. %e Upper Clark Fork is key to overall aquatic restoration 
success in the Clark Fork basin because successful #oodplain 
cleanup and associated #ow and habitat improvements in the 
headwaters of the basin will provide cleaner water and new 
!sh migration corridors to bene!t the entire Clark Fork river 
system, all the way downstream to Lake Pend Oreille. 

2. %e Upper Clark Fork includes two of the 12 bull trout 
recovery areas in western Montana. Restoring bull trout in 
these two areas, especially connecting the Warm Springs 
Creek population with the relatively strong Rock Creek meta-
population, is key to providing genetic linkage for overall bull 
trout recovery, a central recovery goal.

3. %e Upper Clark Fork basin sits squarely between the 
Crown of the Continent, Selway-Bi"erroot and Yellowstone 
ecosystems, the three largest wilderness complexes in the 
Northern Rockies, and as such provides vital corridors to 
maintain the ecological connectivity for wildlife. %e Upper 
Clark Fork has been speci!cally identi!ed as a key linkage 
between the Crown of the Continent and the Greater 
Yellowstone (Cushman et.al., 2009; Haroldson, et.al., 2010).  
%e ecological restoration of the Upper Clark Fork is vital 
for securing the future of the iconic !sh and wildlife of the 
Northern Rockies. 

4. Ecological restoration is both an economic driver and a 
prerequisite to long-term economic recovery in the Upper 
Clark Fork.  Restoration investments will pay o& in improved 
practices for agriculture, forestry, and tourism, increased local 
income, and a be"er overall quality of life for rural towns.

In summary, this landscape-scale restoration work will help counter the broader 
threats of species extinction, climate change, urbanization and over-allocation of water 
resources, and help achieve sustainable resource conservation in the Clark Fork and 
throughout the Northern Rockies, while sustaining agriculture and strengthening the 
economy of the basin’s towns and communities. 
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SETTING

T he Upper Clark Fork River basin is a 3,710 square-mile 
watershed #owing from the headwaters near Bu!e and 
tributaries in the Anaconda-Pintler, Flint Creek, Sapphire 
and Garnet mountain ranges, 120 river miles down 

to the con#uence of the Blackfoot River just above Missoula.  
"e headwaters of the Upper Clark Fork include designated 
wilderness areas such as the Anaconda-Pintler, large roadless 
areas in the Sapphire Mountains-Rock Creek area, and signi&cant 
blocks of rugged uplands in all the other ranges. Large ranches 
dominate the valleys and population density is low: the towns of 
Philipsburg, Drummond, Deer Lodge, Anaconda, and the city of 
Bu!e holding a majority of the population.

"e Upper Clark Fork basin has a 150-year history of intensive mining, forestry and 
agriculture. Aquatic and riparian resources of the upper basin were severely injured 
by the discharge of mining, milling and smelting wastes into the river’s headwater 
streams at Bu!e and Anaconda, especially from the late 1800s through 1911.  Tailings 
and other wastes moved downstream from Silver Bow and Warm Springs Creeks to 
the river, contaminating the river and severely damaging &sh, wildlife, and #oodplain 
soils and vegetation.  High levels of arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead and zinc remain in 
riverbank and #oodplain soils, stream sediments, and in aquatic life, especially in Silver 
Bow Creek and the 43-mile reach of the river from Warm Springs to Garrison, known 
as Reach A.

As a result of this contamination, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
designated 22 miles of Silver Bow Creek and 120 miles of the Clark Fork River from 
Warm Springs to Milltown as two of multiple Superfund sites in the Upper Clark Fork 
River Basin.  Subsequently, the EPA and State of Montana have secured a series of 
se!lements with Atlantic Rich&eld Company (ARCO) to remediate and restore these 
mining-related damages.  In 1999, ARCO agreed to pay $80 million plus interest to 
protect human and environmental health along Silver Bow Creek by remediating 
the pollution.  Separately, in 2008, ARCO agreed to pay the State of Montana $96.5 
million for cleanup of the Clark Fork River and #oodplain, primarily in Reach A. 

In addition to funds for remediation, the State of Montana and ARCO signed 
se!lement agreements in 1999, 2005, and 2008 with Montana’s Natural Resource 
Damage Program (NRDP) to restore or replace lost or damaged aquatic, terrestrial 
and groundwater resources in the Upper Clark Fork basin.  Some of these funds are 
targeted for restoration work that will dovetail with Superfund cleanup.  For example, 
$27.5 million is allocated for restoration of the mainstem of the Clark Fork River in 
Reach A (the State NRDP’s 2007 “Revised Restoration Plan” describes generally how 
this money will be spent).  In addition, the NRDP administers another se!lement fund 
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of approximately $100 million, which is currently funding restoration along Silver Bow 
Creek as well as a grants program dedicated to restoration and replacement projects 
throughout the basin. Although these funds provide important resources for the 
Upper Clark Fork, the agency lacks an integrated basin-wide ecological restoration 
plan for spending them.

Although the mining history of the basin is critical to an understanding of our current 
restoration challenges and opportunities, other economic forces are more signi&cant 
in#uences on land use and water resources in the basin today. Agriculture and 
forestry are the dominant land uses in the Upper Clark Fork, and these activities also 
have impacts on the aquatic ecology of the basin.  

Integrated ecological restoration in the Upper Clark Fork will require close 
coordination with agricultural and forestry interests, as well as municipalities, 
industry, and the USFS, which manages the nearly 50% of the watershed within the 
Beaverhead-Deerlodge and Lolo National Forests.  "ese national forest lands include 
a majority of the forested headwater stream systems and provide critical refuges 
for native &sh.  Meanwhile, the majority of the land holdings and water rights in the 
valleys are controlled by agricultural producers, especially beef ca!le producers, 
assuring that these stakeholders in particular will be key partners in any successful 
restoration of aquatic and riparian health in the Upper Clark Fork. 

1.4 INTRODUCTION
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OVERVIEW OF ISSUES

T he Upper Clark Fork is facing a complex set of ecological 
restoration challenges.  "e CFC approached its 
restoration planning with the idea that we need to start 
with a clear understanding of the issues, so that we can 

integrate e$ective responses tailored to  each sub-basin, and also 
at a basin-wide scale. "e following are some of the principal 
restoration issues we are seeing in the Upper Clark Fork:  

A.  HEAVY METALS CONTAMINATION: Runo$ from historic mining, milling 
and smelting deposited huge quantities of arsenic, cadmium, copper, lead and 
zinc wastes in the #oodplain and channel sediments of Silver Bow Creek, Warm 
Springs Creek and the Upper Clark Fork. Much of the damage occurred during a 
massive #ood in 1908, but hazardous materials were transported into the river’s 
headwaters from the late 1800s until 1956, when the Warm Springs Ponds were 
completed as sedimentation and treatment basins on lower Silver Bow Creek.

 Water quality indicators in Silver Bow Creek, the Upper Clark Fork mainstem and 
some tributaries continue to re#ect the legacy of mining damage'elevated levels 
of arsenic, copper, cadmium, iron, lead, and zinc in the water column, in the bed 
sediments, and in the tissues of benthic macro-invertebrates. Populations of &sh 
and piscivorial birds and mammals are depressed in comparison to comparable 
Montana streams.  "ese water quality issues and biological issues tend to be 
most severe in the Silver Bow Creek watershed and Reach A, and tend to diminish 
downstream as cleaner tributaries like the Li!le Blackfoot and Rock Creek provide 
dilution #ows (USGS, 2007).  

Various tributaries in the Upper Clark Fork outside of the Bu!e-Silver Bow area 
have a history of small-scale mining, milling and smelting, with resultant metals 
or mercury contamination of water quality or stream sediments.  Tributary 
watersheds such as Flint Creek, Dunkleberg Creek, and Co!onwood Creek, 
have a particularly intense mining history, and associated contamination from 
metals and/or mercury. Mines on the State of Montana’s Abandoned Mine 
Reclamation Priority List are found throughout the Upper Clark Fork (h!p://
deq.mt.gov/AbandonedMines/default.mcpx) but are particularly common 
in the Philipsburg-Maxville area of Flint Creek drainage.  Montana Department of 
Environmental Quality’s (DEQ) 303d list includes 16 Upper Clark Fork tributary 
segments impaired by metals or mercury.

B.  ECOLOGICAL CONNECTIVITY: "e mainstem river and several tributaries 
and have been severely compromised by a combination of irrigation-related 
dewatering, elevated water temperatures, impassable irrigation infrastructure 
and inadequate road drainage structures.  "is problem limits the ability of &sh 
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to move seasonally in and out of tributaries and up and down the river. Fish 
move seasonally to seek refuge from temporal water quality issues, and migrate 
to and from spawning and rearing areas.  Ability to migrate is fundamental to 
the survival of the sport and native &shes of the Clark Fork (Schme!erling, 2003; 
Schme!erling, et.al, 2006). 

C.  DEWATERING: "is term refers to streams where the #ows are reduced to 
the point where habitat is inadequate for &sh.  Dewatering degrades the overall 
quality of the aquatic environment in multiple ways. Dewatering of the mainstem 
exacerbates key water quality and habitat issues in the Clark Fork by reducing 
dilution of nutrients, allowing water temperatures to become elevated, and 
reducing dissolved oxygen concentrations.  Montana Dept. of Fish, Wildlife and 
Parks (FWP) categorizes 42 tributaries as dewatered in the Upper Clark Fork, as 
well as 87 miles of the mainstem river (MT FWP, 2009).

D.  WATER TEMPERATURE:  Warm water is a major limitation for recovering 
native &sheries, which depend upon clean, cold, clear water.  Elevated stream 
temperature is caused by dewatering, widening of stream channels, and loss of 
riparian cover.  "is issue is especially severe for native salmonids in the valley 
portions of tributaries and in the Clark Fork mainstem. Non-native trout  out-
compete native trout in warmer waters'the remaining conservation populations 
of bull trout and westslope cu!hroat are in forested upper watersheds with 
cold-water habitats. Scientists are concerned that climate change could have a 
particularly damaging impact on bull trout (Rieman, Bruce, et.al. 2009) mainly due 
to loss of habitat from warming water temperatures.  Montana DEQ lists only one 
Upper Clark Fork tributary as impaired by high water temperatures, although the 
CFC’s assessments show this is certainly an underestimate.

E.  SEDIMENT AND SILTATION:  "ese problems primarily relate to watershed 
land management, particularly grazing practices, concentrations of livestock in 
stream corridors, destabilized stream banks, and forest road density. Sediment 
and siltation degrade instream habitat on numerous tributaries; the DEQ TMDL 
recognizes 8 tributaries in Reach A and Reach B with sediment impairments, 
but several tributaries with serious sediment issues were le) o$ that list (e.g. 
Browns Gulch, Dry Co!onwood, etc.). Roads contribute substantial sediment to 
tributaries, especially in the headwaters and upland areas of the watershed.  "e 
Beaverhead Deerlodge Forest controls the majority of the basin’s uplands, and 
its aquatic conservation strategy focuses on protecting native &sh strongholds 
through designated “riparian habitat conservation areas” and “&sh key” 
watersheds. However, even in these “&sh key” watersheds, road densities are 
o)en high, so road improvements are a priority in uplands, in order to reduce 
sediment-related damage to upland aquatic habitat and &sh populations (Rieman 
et.al., 2000).  "e CFC is interested in promoting road network improvements in 
coordination with the USFS, DNRC, non-pro&t partners and other funders.   
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F.  NUTRIENT ENRICHMENT:  "is is a well-known problem associated with noxious 
algae and benthic ecology alterations in the mainstem Upper Clark Fork.  Nutrient 
pollution originates from municipal wastewater discharge (Bu!e, Deer Lodge, 
Anaconda), non-point sources (similar to sediment sources), and natural sources of 
phosphorus in the Li!le Blackfoot, Warm Springs Creek/Phosphate, and Gold Creek.  
Due to the hard work of many partners, the mainstem river’s nutrient problems have 
substantially improved over the last 20 years, as documented by the Tri-state Water 
Quality Council (TSWQC VNRP, 2009), but Silver Bow Creek is still severely limited 
by nutrient enrichment.  Bu!e, Deer Lodge, and Philipsburg are all working on nutrient 
management issues related to their wastewater treatment systems. Montana DEQ’s 
303d list includes 7 tributaries with nutrient issues related to non-point sources, which 
is also an underestimate.

G.  HABITAT DEGRADATION: Both the aquatic and riparian habitat in tributaries 
and along the mainstem river are severely impaired.  Tributaries with alterations of 
channel morphology, loss of #oodplain connectivity, loss of aquatic habitat complexity 
and degraded riparian wetland vegetation are typical of riparian corridors in heavily 
grazed, logged, and roaded watersheds in western Montana. 

H.  AQUATIC INVASIVE SPECIES:  "is is a serious threat to native aquatic and 
wetland species and to overall ecosystem health throughout Montana, and the Upper 
Clark Fork is no di$erent. Invasive species of concern include non-native mussels, snails, 
and aquatic plants. Noxious and invasive terrestrial plants in wetland and riparian 
areas are also a major ongoing threat which must be managed to maintain healthy 
plant communities and grazing resources.  "is issue will only become more urgent as 
recreation pressures increase in the Upper Clark Fork once the natural resources are 
cleaned up and restored.

I.  BULL TROUT AND WESTSLOPE CUTTHROAT TROUT VS. NON!NATIVE 
TROUT:   "e native bull trout is a federally threatened species. "e USFWS recently 
released a new map of bull trout critical habitat (see Map 3).  "e USFS Beaverhead 
Deer Lodge Forest Plan (2007) treats bull trout and westslope cu!hroat trout (a Species 
of Concern in Montana) as sensitive species for planning purposes. Many of the “&sh 
key” watersheds designated in the Forest Plan are bull trout strongholds, or hold robust 
conservation populations of westslope cu!hroat trout.  Both are now found primarily in 
upper watersheds, particularly on USFS land. 

Non-native brook trout and rainbow trout hybridize with native species (bull trout and 
westslope cu!hroat trout respectively), and non-native brown and brook trout are 
serious competitors for native salmonids (McHugh and Budy, 2006; Peterson, Fausch and 
White, 2004). Although these non-native &sh species will probably always be present in 
the Upper Clark Fork, their competitive advantage over natives is enhanced in degraded 
watersheds, especially where water temperature, sediment supply, and #ows have been 
altered. Stream connectivity projects need to take these competitive/hybridization issues 
into account, and public and private partners will need to make decisions about whether 
to reconnect certain tributaries to areas where non-native &sh thrive.

1.5 INTRODUCTION
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1.5

MAP 3. NATIVE FISH CONSERVATION PRIORITIES:USFWS & USFS
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GEOGRAPHIC STRATEGY 

T he CFC is participating in restoration planning in the 
Upper Clark Fork at multiple scales: a) basin-wide; b) 
sub-basins associated with speci&c river reaches; and c) 
at the level of each tributary. 

BASIN!SCALE PLANNING:  Basin-scale planning focuses on assessing and 
prioritizing  broad biological and physical restoration opportunities across the 
entire 3710-square mile basin ,e.g. restoring native &sh populations and meta-
populations, re-establishing aquatic habitat connectivity over the whole basin, 
protection of large areas of quality habitats, addressing water quality problems 
that a$ect the entire river mainstem. An example of successful basin-scale 
planning in the Clark Fork is the work done over the last two decades by the 
Tri-State Water Quality Council to reduce nutrient enrichment and noxious algae 
(TSWQC, 2009), a program the CFC has supported since its inception.   "e CFC 
also works on basin-scale water quality and biological issues with partners such as 
EPA (metals), DEQ’s TMDL program, and FWP (e.g. aquatic invaders). 

"e Upper Clark Fork basin would bene&t from a coordinated basin-scale aquatic 
restoration master plan which addresses all the major issues. Some elements of 
basin-scale planning are already underway. Basin-scale planning and assessment 
activities of the USFS, Montana FWP-NRDP, and DEQ’s TMDL program are 
summarized in Appendix 1. 

"e CFC’s internal basin-scale restoration planning has focused on selecting 
priority sub-basins for habitat protection, water quality improvements, and 
&sheries enhancement. "e CFC’s plan recognizes seven distinct sub-basins within 
the Upper Clark Fork (see Map 2). Each sub-basin represents an ecological sub-
unit of the larger Upper Clark Fork basin:

1. HEADWATERS:   Silver Bow Creek, Mill Creek, Willow Creek 
and Warm Springs Creek. 

2. REACH A:   Warm Springs to Garrison, with all tributaries 
(above the Li"le Blackfoot con#uence)

2.1 RESTORATION STRATEGY 

BASIN"SCALE PLANNING:  
entire Upper Clark Fork 3710 sq. miles

SUB"BASIN SCALE PLANNING:  
7 sub-basins of 300-500 sq. miles 

TRIBUTARY SCALE PLANNING: 
Watersheds <50-60 sq. miles
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3. LITTLE BLACKFOOT:  the entire sub-basin

4. REACH B:  Garrison to Drummond (above the Flint Creek 
con#uence)

5. FLINT CREEK: the entire sub-basin

6. ROCK CREEK:  the entire sub-basin

7. REACH C:  Mainstem and all the tributaries from Drummond 
to Milltown, except Rock Creek.

"e following section explains why the CFC has selected Headwaters and Reach 
A as the primary sub-basins for our on-the-ground   restoration e$orts in the 
coming decade.

SUB!BASIN SCALE PLANNING :"e CFC has prioritized the Headwaters and 
Reach A as the most e$ective sub-basins to &rst invest restoration resources, and 
we have initiated assessment, planning, and prioritization processes with our 
partners within these two sub-basins.  "e Headwaters and Reach A both hold 
particular importance to overall basin restoration, because they are the most 
upstream hydrologic units, and they are the locus of the most signi&cant metals 
contaminant sources.  "e Deer Lodge Valley in Reach A is also the area with 
the highest volume of diverted irrigation water in the Upper Clark Fork, which 
impacts aquatic connectivity and stream temperature.   We plan to use these two 
sub-basins as the focal point for our restoration project, as we concurrently begin 
assessment, prioritization, and restoration work in the other 5 sub-basins.

HEADWATERS: Silver Bow Creek cleanup and watershed restoration is a 
fundamental element of overall basin restoration, an important fact that has 
been recognized in the Montana vs. Arco se!lement agreements.  "e CFC 
supports full cleanup and restoration of Silver Bow Creek and its major tributaries, 
particularly Blacktail Creek, Basin Creek, Browns Gulch and German Gulch, 
some of which have healthy native cu!hroat trout &sheries.  Recent research by 
Montana FWP has established that westslope cu!hroat are using the lower end of 
the restored Silver Bow Creek, and moving from Silver Bow Creek in and out of 
tributaries such as Browns Gulch (Lindstrom, J., 2011).  

Silver Bow Creek mainstem restoration, ongoing since 1999, has created positive 
impacts for watershed health.  Metals concentrations in Silver Bow Creek 
have been dramatically reduced in the restored reaches. Ammonia toxicity 
and eutrophication-noxious algae-oxygen depletion are severe limitations for 
salmonids downstream of the Bu!e-Silver Bow wastewater treatment plant, 
although native suckers have been able to colonize this reach (Naughton, J. and R. 
Cresswell, 2010). Restoration of healthy salmonid populations in Silver Bow Creek 
will require that the ammonia toxicity and eutrophication issues are addressed by 

2.1 RESTORATION STRATEGY 
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Bu!e-Silver Bow wastewater treatment plant. "e Silver Bow Creek Watershed 
Plan (NRDP, 2005) is useful in assessing opportunities for further restoration in 
Silver Bow Creek and its tributaries, including Mill and Willow Creeks.

Browns Gulch, Blacktail Creek, Basin Creek, and the nearby watersheds of Mill 
Creek and Willow Creek near Opportunity also have high &sheries restoration 
potential, and deserve signi&cant restoration e$ort. "e Watershed Restoration 
WRC has completed signi&cant assessment work on Browns Gulch, identifying 
issues related to seasonal in-stream #ow, water temperature, nutrient and 
sediment loading as well as &sh passage (Kirk Engineering, 2006). Fisheries 
habitat assessment work has also been done recently in Blacktail Creek (Pioneer 
Technical, 2010), but initial habitat assessment is needed in other streams within 
the Headwaters sub-basin, including Mill and Willow.

Warm Springs Creek at Anaconda is one of the premier &sheries in the entire 
basin, and this creek and its tributaries are extremely important for native trout 
conservation'both bull trout and westslope cu!hroat.  "e Warm Springs 
tributaries and the associated lakes in the Barker, Twin Lakes, Storm Lake, and 
Foster drainages are a key “source” area for future restoration of bull trout 
into the downstream areas of the Upper Clark Fork. Bu!e-Silver Bow local 
government (the owner of substantial industrial water rights in Silver Lake and 
associated waters) and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service are working on a habitat 
conservation plan for bull trout in the upper Warm Springs Creek watershed, 
where a number of &sh passage and habitat issues need to be addressed. Lower 
Warm Springs Creek has bene&ted from instream #ow augmentation since the 
late 1990s, a vital improvement which needs to be secured. 

REACH A:  Integrated ecological restoration in Reach A is another crucial next-step 
for overall restoration of the entire Upper Clark Fork.  Below is a summary of why 
the CFC is prioritizing this sub-basin for our initial restoration investments:

1. %e State of Montana’s remediation and restoration funds 
will remove the toxic metals contamination in the Reach A 
#oodplain from 2011-2020, providing the catalyst for dramatic 
water quality improvement as it removes a large source of 
pollution from the watershed. 

2. Improving the water quality in this most upstream reach of the 
river is critical to the entire system, and will have cascading 
positive e&ects downstream.

3. To sustain and enhance water quality improvements from the 
Superfund cleanup in Reach A, it’s critical to increase #ows 
of clean, cold water in this reach.  In addition, agricultural 
stakeholders in Reach A have indicated their willingness to 
work with CFC on #ow restoration.  

2.1 RESTORATION STRATEGY 
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4. Reach A provides potentially excellent !sh and wildlife habitat, 
because the river is unconstrained by railroads and highways, 
and able to maintain its natural sinuosity, pa"ern and pro!le for 
over 20 miles.  %is area also has high restoration potential due 
to: low human population density (outside of the City of Deer 
Lodge); good condition of the existing riparian and aquatic 
habitat in the river and in adjacent tributaries; connectivity 
bene!ts of high-quality headwaters habitat in tributary 
corridors linking all the way to the river.

5. %ere are important conservation populations of westslope 
cu"hroat trout and bull trout in the tributaries of Reach A and 
the adjacent Headwaters, although the !shery in Reach A is 
currently dominated by non-native salmonids (brown trout). 
Once the Superfund cleanup is underway, our restoration 
e&orts can strategically reconnect these strong “source” 
populations of native trout to the river and other populations 
downstream.

Section 3 of this report includes the elements of a sub-basin restoration plan for 
Reach A'the Deer Lodge Valley'with detailed objectives, recommendations, 
and ecological milestones in priority tributaries, provided as an example of the 
restoration planning needed in each sub-basin. We will work with partners to 
develop similar plans in the Headwaters and other sub-basins.

TRIBUTARY SCALE PLANNING GUIDELINES:  Tributary-scale planning 
involves identifying and selecting speci&c projects to accomplish restoration goals 
within a given tributary. Assessment work in tributaries will identify the condition, 
issues, and restoration potential inherent in each reach of the stream. "is may 
take the form of analysis of each &sh passage barrier (irrigation structure or road 
crossing), review of each major water right (for #ow restoration potential) and 
assessment of habitat quality at the individual property or even individual pasture 
level.  

"e CFC’s strategy for tributary level work is based on the following guidelines:

1. Focus on priority tributaries, and address the problems there at 
a watershed scale.

2. Commit to a long-term investment in priority tributaries.

3. Develop integrated solutions which address multiple objectives 
in a tributary.

4. Build from ecological strength'support the natural process of 
repopulation from relatively intact, or less-damaged areas in 
the tributary watershed.

2.1 RESTORATION STRATEGY 
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5. Understand the tributary’s problems and potential, and 
develop a good baseline for monitoring change.

To maximize the impact of the restoration investments, the CFC will prioritize its 
projects. We will develop criteria for project prioritizations within each tributary, 
in conjunction with partner organizations and funders. 

2.1 RESTORATION STRATEGY 
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ECOLOGICAL STRATEGY

T he ongoing remediation and restoration of Silver Bow 
Creek and the Clark Fork mainstem will dramatically 
change those streams’ potential to support healthy 
&sh populations, including native trout.  Research is 

showing that signi&cant native &sh populations can be restored 
by actions that restore the connectivity between healthy native 
&sh populations in the upper watersheds and the cleaned up 
and restored habitats in the valley streams.  Indeed, monitoring 
at Silver Bow Creek indicates that e$ective habitat restoration 
of even intensely contaminated environments can restore the 
potential for a variety of native &sh to reinhabit these streams 
(Naughton et.al, 2011). 

Habitat improvements in tributaries, including riparian and aquatic habitat restoration, 
will follow on #ow and passage restoration, as the biological impacts of restoration 
and the potential of the mainstem habitats are assessed.  Riparian restoration will be a 
major complement to aquatic restoration and has the additional bene&t of improving 
the wildlife value of these corridors.

"e following actions summarize CFC’s ecological restoration priorities for tributaries 
in the Upper Clark Fork watershed: 

1. Restore #ows to reconnect, form and sustain healthy aquatic 
and riparian habitat.

2. Reconnect tributary streams to the mainstem river and provide 
!sh passage. 

3. Enhance aquatic and riparian habitat through be"er 
management in all reaches.

4. Improve upland watersheds (roads, forestry) to restore riparian 
habitat conservation areas,  protect native !sh habitats, and 
reduce the input of sediment and nutrients to the aquatic 
system.

FLOW RESTORATION refers to the full-range of ecological #ows: re-establishing 
summer base #ows in dewatered reaches, enhancing winter base #ows, and 
improving spring high #ows, which are vital to &sh migration and to the healthy 
functioning of channels, #oodplains and riparian vegetation.  Flow restoration 
goals are tied to the speci&c ecological functions that we want to achieve in 
particular streams.  For example, in an intermi!ent tributary stream, our #ow goal 

2.2 RESTORATION STRATEGY 
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may be to improve spring high #ows and reconnect the tributary to the river 
during westslope cu!hroat migration in May-June.

RECONNECTING HABITATS is critical, especially when high-quality habitats, such 
as a headwater stream in a National Forest “&sh key” watershed, do not connect 
to the river. Reconnection establishes the river continuum for all ecological 
functions, and provides upstream and downstream &sh passage.  Reconnection 
o)en involves #ow restoration, replacing road culverts, re-engineering irrigation 
diversions, installing &sh screens, or overcoming water temperature barriers. 

ENHANCING AQUATIC AND RIPARIAN HABITAT refers to various active 
and passive restoration activities, including restoring channel stability and 
integrity, improving riparian vegetation through grazing programs and fencing, 
or increasing woody debris or other &sh habitat features in-stream. Passive 
restoration through changes in stream-side land use are e$ective in many cases, 
but some streams which have had their stream form (pa!ern, dimension or 
pro&le) drastically altered will not return naturally to a stable state, and will remain 
a sediment source, and/or a poor quality habitat for many decades. In these cases, 
active reconstruction of sections of a stream may be justi&ed.

IMPROVING UPLAND WATERSHEDS is vital for protecting habitat in native 
&sh refugia.  One of the key constraints in many tributaries is sediment or 
nutrient input from forested uplands, due to road density, &res, or other forest 
management issues. 

Many of the key techniques we will use in ecological restoration are outlined 
in the recent WRC-CFC publication “Landowners Guide to Fixing Streams on 
Working Lands in the Upper Clark Fork Watershed” (2010).

2.2 RESTORATION STRATEGY 
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 COMMUNITY AND INSTITUTIONAL STRATEGY

E stablishing good landowner partnerships is central 
to restoration success.  "e*long-term success of 
the restoration strategy depends on how the local 
landowners take care of the river and manage private 

lands a)er the*Superfund cleanup is over, and tributary 
restoration projects are installed.  When we set out to 
“balance #ows between &sheries and agriculture,” or “improve 
management” of riparian areas,*we’re talking about capital 
investment in agricultural practices, and about education.  
Investment in irrigation, stock water, or fencing technology 
allows agricultural producers to sustain or even improve their 
productivity, while lessening impacts on streams.  "is process 
also must address the delicate issue of cultural assumptions 
about the environmental impact of traditional agricultural 
practices, and the relative value of &sh and wildlife. 

Leaders in the agricultural community, for example in the Conservation Districts, 
have a vital role to play in supporting a long-term commitment to conservation, and 
the CFC will seek their advice and collaboration. We will also use local networks'
including radio, newspapers, and schools'to emphasize the compatibility of 
ecological restoration with agriculture, and to provide support to long-term 
education on land management that includes an appreciation of aquatic and riparian 
habitat values. Developing strong partnerships with organizations like the WRC, 
Montana FWP, Natural Resource Conservation Service, USFS, Conservation Districts, 
Montana DEQ, and the Natural Resource Damage Program , is as crucial to success as 
our landowner partnerships. 

2.3 RESTORATION STRATEGY 
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CLARK FORK COALITION’S REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY 

A )er strategic assessment of basin-scale needs and 
opportunities, and meetings over the past three 
years with partners, the CFC has identi&ed Reach A 
as our &rst priority for restoration work, focusing on 

the Deer Lodge Valley from Warm Springs to Garrison Junction.  
We will provide support in the Headwaters sub-basin, where 
Montana FWP, TU, the WRC, local governments and other 
partners are taking the lead on restoration work.  

 "e CFC’s Vital Rivers Program  intends to focus much of its e$ort over the next ten 
years (2011-2020) towards achieving high-quality ecological restoration of Reach A 
through systematic work on improving #ows, connectivity and &sh passage, habitat 
and watershed management in tributaries to this reach. 

"e planned remediation of metal-contaminated streambanks and #oodplain soils 
in the Clark Fork River Operable Unit must be integrated with systematic restoration 
of tributary streams in this reach to achieve the best possible ecological results.  
"e mainstem river also is seasonally dewatered, and impaired by high summer 
water temperatures, high nutrient levels and noxious algae (see h!p://cwaic.
mt.gov/query.aspx).  We will address these problems with our partners through a 
combination of basin-scale improvements (e.g. wastewater treatment plant upgrades) 
and tributary and mainstem projects which provide cumulative water quality bene&ts 
to the river itself.

At least seven designated westslope cu!hroat trout conservation populations exist 
in Reach A tributaries, particularly on USFS lands. Reconnecting these tributary 
populations to restored habitats in the valley reaches of tributaries, and on to the 
mainstem river, is critical to landscape-level restoration success.   "is will require 
re-watering the lower reaches of tributaries and reconnecting good-quality tributary 
habitat to the river, by reconstructing culverts and irrigation infrastructure which form 
major &sh passage barriers. 

3 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY

http://cwaic.mt.gov/query.aspx
http://cwaic.mt.gov/query.aspx
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GOALS AND OBJECTIVES: 
WE PROPOSE TO ACCOMPLISH THE FOLLOWING BY 2020:

GOAL:  Restore a vital and diverse &shery, improved water quality, 
and healthy riparian corridors to the river and its tributaries in Reach A.

OBJECTIVE 1:  Meet all ecological #ow targets in the 
mainstem Upper Clark Fork.

OBJECTIVE 2:  Set and meet ecological #ow targets in at 
least !ve key tributaries, eliminating dewatered reaches and 
hydrologically reconnecting these tributaries to the mainstem 
in Reach A.

OBJECTIVE 3:  Resolve all physical !sh passage barriers in 
at least !ve key tributaries to Reach A, permi"ing upstream 
and downstream salmonid passage from mainstem to National 
Forest.

OBJECTIVE 4:  Meet water quality standards, TMDL targets 
and INFISH requirements for water temperature, nutrients, 
sediment and habitat on at least !ve major tributaries.

OBJECTIVE 5: Improve the riparian health in eight tributaries, 
so that 50% of reaches are “sustainable,” and less than 10% of 
reaches are “unsustainable” according to NRCS assessments.

OBJECTIVE 6:  Dramatically reduce sediment inputs from 
USFS roads on eastside tributaries.

3.1 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY
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STRATEGIES AND OPPORTUNITIES IN REACH A

P artnerships with landowners, WRC, TU, state and federal 
agencies will be required to achieve these goals and 
objectives in the Deer Lodge Valley-Reach A.  Some of 
the opportunities that can be seized immediately are 

listed in the following sections.

LARGE AND MEDIUM!SCALE  
FLOW RESTORATION PROJECTS:

A limited number of critical senior water rights and diversion sites exist that could 
signi&cantly bene&t #ow restoration in the river’s Reach A mainstem.  "e following 
have been identi&ed and investigated by the CFC:

Westside Ditch Canal Lining/Piping:  this proposed salvage water project could 
save 10-20 cfs diverted from the mainstem river south of Racetrack. "is is the most 
severely dewatered portion of Reach A, and probably the largest potential water 
savings project on Reach A.

Racetrack Lake: purchasing water from this storage reservoir could provide over 650 
acre-) of water (5 cfs for 65 days of #ow in Racetrack, or up to 12 cfs for 26 days), 
most of which is protectable into the Clark Fork River, and would bene&t the creek as 
well as the river. 

Helen Johnson Ditch Lining/Piping: this is a proposed salvage water project which 
could provide 4-6 cfs of additional #ow to Reach A of the river above Galen.

Water rights in Warm Springs Creek (Headwaters sub-basin) may also present further 
opportunities to enhance in-stream #ows in Reach A. Silver Lake water owned by 
Bu!e-Silver Bow has been released to Warm Springs Creek in recent years, with a 
signi&cant bene&cial impact on #ows and nutrient concentrations in the Creek and the 
upper river'this water needs to be secured long-term.

TRIBUTARY ISSUES AND OPPORTUNITIES: 

 Assessment is ongoing to determine each tributary’s speci&c issues within Reach A, 
but a number of opportunities have been identi&ed and are tabulated below for 
prioritized tributaries.  Two tributaries in Reach A (Racetrack and Co!onwood) have 
been assigned a Tier 1 “high” priority for aquatic restoration by Montana FWP-NRD 
(2010), and two others (Dempsey and Lost) have been assigned a Tier 2 priority.  
"e CFC, however, will work on restoration of all eight (8) of the following tributaries, 
in order to re-establish a larger variety of connected aquatic and riparian habitats 
in Reach A, and yield a greater cumulative bene&t to the water quality and native 

3.2 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY

3.2.1 

3.2.2 
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&sheries and wildlife in this reach. It is signi&cant for riparian conservation that four of 
these Reach A tributary watersheds are partly or wholly within Tier 1 “high” priority 
terrestrial conservation areas, and parts of the other four are within a Tier 2 priority 
terrestrial conservation areas designated by NRD-FWP (NRD-FWP, 2010b). 

"e following eight CFC priority tributaries are listed by geographic location, starting 
in the upper west side (Lost) and proceeding clockwise around to the upper east 
side (Perkins).

3.2 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY
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Stream:    LOST CREEK 
Watershed size: 61 mi2

Designations:                                     
Flow target (FWP, 1986):    16 cfs (year-long)

NRD/FWP Fishery Priority'Tier 2 (lower Lost Cr.) 
NRD/FWP Terrestrial Priority (Tier 2) 
TMDL 303d Listed:  Impaired by low-#ow, metals (Cu, Pb, Mn, Fe, sulfates, As), 
nitrogen

Issues and Opportunities:  Lost Creek is an important brown trout and 
white&sh spawning stream.  A large restoration project was carried out on Lost 
Creek by FWP in 1999-2002, resulting in substantial improvements to channel 
form and stability, &sh habitat and riparian condition. Dewatering is still an issue 
in some reaches, and a major &sh passage barrier exists at approx. stream mile 6 
(Gardner Ditch). Flow projects on Lost Creek may be able to provide additional 
#ow to the Clark Fork.

Potential Projects: Number: Flow (cfs): Miles:

Flow Projects

Fish Passage Projects

       2

       1

      4-8

       -

    -

    -

3.2 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY
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Stream:    MODESTY CREEK 
Watershed size: 22 mi2

Designations:                                   
Flow target: (none yet established)

NRD/FWP Fishery Priority'Not assessed      
NRD/FWP Terrestrial Priority-Tier 2 (in part) 
TMDL 303d Listed:  Impaired by  low-#ow, metals (Cu,Cd,Pb, arsenic)

 Issues and Opportunities:  Modesty Creek is disconnected from the Clark 
Fork'it passes directly into Westside Ditch in a #ume. "ere is a &sh passage 
barrier just upstream of the I-90 culvert. Nonetheless this lower Creek reach 
has groundwater in#ow, and provides excellent wetland habitat.  It should be 
reconnected to the Clark Fork through construction of a new outlet channel, to 
provide improved &sh and waterfowl habitat. "e middle and upper watershed 
is private land with riparian habitat improvement potential. Middle watershed 
needs assessment for #ow e%ciency project potential.

Potential Projects: Number: Flow (cfs): Miles:

Flow Projects

Fish Passage/Reconnection 
projects

Habitat improvement projects

   1

   1

  2-3  6 miles

3.2 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY
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Stream:    RACETRACK CREEK  
Watershed size: 50 mi2

Designations:                                  
Flow targets (MT FWP, 1986):  26 cfs upper, 3 cfs lower

NRD/FWP Fishery Priority'Tier 1 (lower )   
NRD/FWP Terrestrial Priority-Tier 2 (in part                                                                        
TMDL 303d Listed:  Impaired by  low-#ow                                                                                      
USFS Fish Key Watershed

 Issues and Opportunities:  Racetrack Creek watershed is one of the primary 
sources of irrigation water in Reach A. Alpine lakes have been modi&ed to 
store irrigation water. "e lower six miles of Racetrack have dewatering issues 
in late summer, and would bene&t from #ow restoration projects. Transition to 
center pivot sprinklers is widespread and presents opportunities for salvage 
water, as do several major gravity pipelines that irrigators would like to install to 
replace ditches/pumps on over 5000 acres.  Some potential #ow projects, such 
as acquisition or lease of Racetrack Lake storage water rights, would bene&t not 
only the creek, but also the Clark Fork river. "e #ow target for lower Racetrack 
(3 cfs) is unrealistic and needs revision. Riparian and aquatic habitat varies 
from excellent to poor, and some reaches have been channelized or otherwise 
degraded. Brown trout spawn in lower Racetrack.  "e &shery is diverse with 
high sport &sh value, but no pure native trout are present'bull trout were 
found in upper reaches until the 1980s.

Potential Projects: Number: Flow (cfs): Miles:

Flow Projects

Fish Passage/Reconnection Projects

Habitat projects 

       5

       4

       4

      10-25

       -

    -

    13

3.2 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY
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Stream:    DEMPSEY CREEK   
Watershed size:   30 mi2

Designations: 
Flow target (FWP, 1986):  3.5 cfs   

NRD/FWP Fishery Priority'Tier 2 
NRD/FWP Terrestrial Priority-Tier 2 (in part)                                                                                               
TMDL 303d Listed:  Impaired by  low-#ow, sediment, nitrate/nitrite

 Issues and Opportunities:  Dempsey Creek has a conservation population 
of westslope cu!hroat trout in its upper reaches.  It is disconnected from the 
Clark Fork by severe dewatering most years, especially in the last four stream 
miles above the river. "e riparian corridor in the lower four miles is severely 
degraded, and several &sh passage barriers exist. Opportunities for salvage 
water through changing from #ood irrigation to sprinklers exist, and a gravity 
pipeline may be possible.  Flow restoration projects, &sh passage, and riparian 
habitat improvements are needed in the middle and lower watershed.

Potential Projects: Number: Flow (cfs): Miles:

Flow Projects

Fish passage/reconnection

Habitat

       2

       3

       3

      3-6

       -

    -

     8

3.2 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY
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Stream:    COTTONWOOD CREEK 
Watershed size:  63 mi2

Designations:                                                                
Flow target (none established yet)

NRD/FWP Fishery Priority'Tier 2 
NRD/FWP Terrestrial Priority-Tier 1 and 2 (in part) 
USFS:  Fish Key Watershed 
TMDL 303d Listed:  None. Low-#ow, water temperature, sediment, nutrient 
impairments.

Issues and Opportunities:  "e &shery includes a signi&cant conservation 
population of westslope cu!hroat trout in the upper watershed, resulting in Fish 
Key Watershed designation by USFS. Reestablishing #uvial (migratory) cu!hroats 
may be possible'a tagged cu!hroat ascended the stream for &ve miles up into 
the USFS lands in 2010.  Co!onwood is known for brown trout spawning in the 
lower watershed. Brook trout competition is an issue for native &sh recovery. 

Co!onwood Creek is disconnected from the Clark Fork by severe dewatering 
most years, and dewatering issues also occur in winter. Fish passage barriers are 
a severe issue, with at least &ve major structures in the lower six miles needing 
upstream passage improvements and/or screening. Riparian habitat is in fair 
to good condition, with some channel reaches destabilized or urbanized. "e 
WRC has proposed #ow enhancement projects (winter and summer), habitat 
improvements and several &sh passage projects. Road density, culvert passage 
issues exist in the U.S. Forest Service uplands, and are being addressed by EDLV 
Stewardship. Emery Mining District has priority mines.

Potential Projects: Number Flow (cfs) Miles

Flow Projects

Fish passage/reconnection 
(incl. USFS)

Habitat (incl. USFS)

        2

       10

        6

     2-4

       -

   -

     15-18

3.2 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
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Stream:    PETERSON CREEK  
Watershed size:  31 mi2

Designations:  
Flow target (none established yet)                                

NRD/FWP Fishery Priority-none          
NRD/FWP Terrestrial Priority-Tier 1 and 2 (in part)                                                                                                
TMDL 303d Listed:  Impaired by  low-#ow, temperature, sediment, N, P, Cu

 Issues and Opportunities:  Peterson Creek is disconnected from the Clark 
Fork by dewatering most years. "e &shery includes a conservation population 
of westslope cu!hroat trout in the middle and upper watershed, but brook 
trout are a major competitor for natives. "e riparian corridor in the lower 
seven miles is severely degraded, resulting in temperature, sediment and 
nutrient loading. Flow restoration projects are needed in the middle and lower 
watershed. Riparian habitat improvements are needed throughout the lower, 
and parts of middle and upper watershed. Road and culvert passage issues exist 
in upper watershed. "e lower one mile is partly urbanized/channelized.

Potential Projects: Number: Flow (cfs): Miles:

Flow Projects

Fish passage/reconnection

Habitat

       2

       3

       5

      1-3

       -

    -

    10-12
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Stream:   DRY COTTONWOOD CREEK 
Watershed size: 34 mi2

Designations:                                                                
Flow target (none established yet)                             

NRD/FWP Fishery Priority'none.             

NRD/FWP Terrestrial Priority'Tier 1                                                                                      
TMDL 303d Listed:  None.  Impaired by low-#ow, water temperature, sediment, 
nutrients.

 Issues and Opportunities:  Dry Co!onwood Creek is a perennial stream 
with a naturally intermi!ent reach in the last mile before the Clark Fork 
river con#uence, with #ows typically lasting for several months in spring, 
and drying up in late summer, fall and winter. A conservation population of 
westslope cu!hroat trout exists in the middle and upper watershed. No non-
native salmonids exist, a rare a!ribute in an Upper Clark Fork tributary. "e 
riparian corridor is degraded in many areas, but a multi-landowner project is 
currently pu!ing in a riparian grazing/revegetation project.  A proposed #ow 
restoration project in the lower watershed could reconnect the Creek to the 
river and facilitate early season &sh migration (native trout have been found 
near the con#uence during spring #ows). Several major &sh passage issues 
have been identi&ed in the lower and upper watershed.  Road sediment is a 
severe problem in the middle and upper watershed, some of which should be 
addressed by USFS EDLV Stewardship Project.

Potential Projects: Number: Flow (cfs): Miles:

Flow Projects

Fish passage/reconnection

Habitat

       1

       4

       4

      2-4

       -

    -

    11
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Stream:    PERKINS/GIRARD GULCH 
Watershed size: 17 mi2

Designations: 
Flow target (none established yet)                             

NRD/FWP Fishery Priority'none.      
NRD/FWP Terrestrial Priority'Tier 1 (in part)                                                                                                  
TMDL 303d Listed:  None. Impaired by sediment, temperature, nutrients.                          
USFS Restoration Key Watershed.

 Issues and Opportunities:  Perkins Gulch is a perennial stream, but it 
does not have a permanent outlet to the Clark Fork.  "ere is no irrigation on 
Perkins or Girard gulches. "e &shery includes a small 100% pure conservation 
population of westslope cu!hroat trout in the perennial reaches of Perkins 
Gulch. Road sediment is a major problem along parts of Perkins, especially the 
north fork and lower perennial reaches. Riparian condition is degraded by 
grazing in the lower and middle reaches. "e designation as a USFS Restoration 
Key Watershed (the only one in Pintler Ranger District) should facilitate USFS 
work on the upper watershed, as should EDLV Stewardship Project. 

Potential Projects: Number: Flow (cfs): Miles:

Flow Projects

Fish passage/reconnection

Habitat

       0

       0

       3

      

       -

    -

     6-7

FUTURE TRIBUTARY ASSESSMENTS NEEDED: Clark Fork tributary watersheds 
in Reach A which have not yet been assessed include Powell Creek, Tin Cup Joe, 
and O’Neill Creek.  O’Neill Creek is not used for irrigation, has at least a seasonal 
connection to the Clark Fork, and may provide good &sh spawning potential (a 
tagged westslope cu!hroat ascended ONeill Creek in 2009'&de MT FWP), as well 
as being Tier 1 Terrestrial wildlife habitat and partly within the new Spo!ed Dog 
Wildlife Management Area.  Several small streams on the eastside of the Deer Lodge 
valley were assessed by WRC in 2002, including: Caribou, Oro&no, Sand Hollow, and 
Sand Creeks.  None of these streams connect to the Clark Fork, although Oro&no 
Creek apparently has a population of isolated 100% pure westslope cu!hroat trout.  
"ey are part of a Tier 1 Terrestrial wildlife habitat area.  Assessment of all streams 
with a current or potential connection to the Clark Fork is recommended.

3.2 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY
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MILESTONES 

"e expected accomplishments for Reach A restoration in the next eight to ten years 
are summarized below: 

TABLE 1: SUMMARY OF RESTORATION MILESTONES  
IN CENTRAL REACH A FOR 2020 

3.2 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY

3.2.3 

STREAM: Flow 
Restoration 
(cfs):

Fish Passage 
Barriers 
Removed:

Reconnect 
to 
mainstem:

Riparian, 
aquatic habitat 
restoration 
(miles):

USFS 
watershed/ 
road 
projects:

LOST CR. 4 to 8 3 Connected (complete) none

MODESTY CR. 2 to 3 1 Yes 6 none

RACETRACK 
CR.

10 to 25 4 Yes 13 none

DEMPSEY CR. 3 to 6 3 Yes 8 none

COTTONWOOD 
CR.

2 to 4 10 Yes 15 EDLV 
stewardship

PETERSON CR. 1 to 3 3 Connected 10 EDLV 
stewardship

DRY 
COTTONWOOD

2 to 4 4 Yes 11 EDLV 
stewardship

PERKINS/
GIRARD

0 0 No natural 
connection

6 EDLV 
stewardship

OTHER 
DRAINAGES

0 0 - 8 varies

SUBTOTAL: 24 to 53 cfs 28 77

CLARK FORK 
MAINSTEM:

20 to 25 2 n/a 43 (DEQ-EPA) none

TOTAL: 44 to 88 cfs 30 120
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"e ECOLOGICAL AND ECONOMIC OUTCOMES of this work will:

Reconnect 5 tributaries (Modesty, Racetrack, Dempsey, 
Co"onwood, Dry Co"onwood) that currently do not #ow 
to the river in summer back to the Clark Fork mainstem, 
through #ow restoration, !sh passage structures, and channel 
improvements.

Provide #ow and !sh passage improvements to connect 
4 conservation populations of westslope cu"hroat trout 
(Co"onwood, Peterson, Dry Co"onwood, Dempsey) back to 
the Clark Fork river, facilitating potential new #uvial runs of 
native trout.

Improve in-stream #ows in the Clark Fork mainstem for 43 
miles.  Projected improvements in #ow during late summer vary 
from 10% to 40% by reach. Improved #ows from tributaries will 
help address metals, nutrients, and temperature problems in 
the river.

Improve in-stream #ow conditions for spring, summer, and fall/
winter on 7 di&erent tributaries, dramatically improving habitat 
and water quality for !sh and other aquatic life.

Restore riparian and aquatic habitat in 77 miles of 7+ Reach A 
tributaries to improve habitat quality and productivity for !sh 
and riparian wildlife. %ese projects are critical to reconnecting 
landscape-level habitats by providing migration corridors from 
the National Forest uplands to the restored #oodplain and the 
Clark Fork mainstem.

Reduce entrainment of juvenile !sh in large irrigation canals 
on the Clark Fork mainstem and major tributaries in at least 12 
di&erent sites through the installation of !sh screens.

Improve irrigation e(ciency, save energy, and reduce energy 
and labor costs for dozens of farms and ranches in Reach A who 
will bene!t from infrastructure upgrades to irrigation systems, 
improved pasture fences and o&-stream watering systems. 
%e sustainability of agricultural operations in the Deer Lodge 
valley will improve.

3.2 CLARK FORK COALITION’S  
REACH A INTEGRATED STRATEGY
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TABLE 2:  PRELIMINARY BUDGET FOR CENTRAL REACH A 
INTEGRATED RESTORATION STRATEGY:

Stream/ Action: Estimated Cost:

Clark Fork River/Westside Ditch #ow restoration    $ 6,000,000-$ 9,000,000

Clark Fork River/ Racetrack Lake #ow restoration    $ 1,000,000-$ 1,250,000

Clark Fork River/ Helen Johnson Ditch #ow 
restoration

   $ 250,000-$ 350,000

Co!onwood Creek/integrated #ow,passage, 
habitat, uplands

   $ 1,000,000- $ 1,250,000

Peterson Creek/integrated #ow, passage, habitat, 
uplands

   $ 300,000-  $ 400,000

Dry Co!onwood/integrated #ow, passage, 
habitat, uplands

   $ 400,000-  $ 600,000

Perkins/integrated habitat, uplands    $ 150,000-  $ 200,000

Lost Creek/ #ow, passage    $ 300,000-  $ 600,000

Modesty Creek/integrated #ow, passage, habitat    $ 200,000-  $ 300,000

Racetrack Creek/integrated #ow, passage, habitat    $ 4,000,000- $ 5,000,000

Dempsey Creek/integrated #ow, passage, habitat    $  800,000- $ 1,500,000

Other smaller streams    $  500,000

TOTAL:  $14,900,000- 
$20,950,000

4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE  
RESTORATION PLANNING PROCESS 
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE  
RESTORATION PLANNING PROCESS 

"e restoration process has four basic steps: 

assessment and prioritization, 

protection of high-quality habitats, 

restoration of impaired habitats, 

monitoring and adaptive management.  
We will address each of these steps at the basin scale (the 3710 mi2 Upper Clark 
Fork), the sub-basin scale (300-500 mi2 sub-watersheds), and the tributary scale 
(<65 mi2), as pointed out  in Section 2 . Although various agencies have addressed 
some of these steps, there is no coordinated inter-agency e$ort. To assure successful 
restoration, the CFC will work to catalyze broad coordination through the following 
action agenda:

ACTION AGENDA:

Convene an inter-agency AQUATIC RESTORATION  
WORKING GROUP for the Upper Clark Fork. Montana FWP, 
Natural Resource Damage Program, USFS, and non-pro!ts 
like WRC, TU, and CFC all have sta& in the !eld, and need to 
facilitate be"er communication and coordination.

Develop a Clark Fork River AQUATIC RESTORATION 
MASTER PLAN, which organizes, prioritizes and directs 
funding in a coordinated fashion for maximum ecological 
bene!t over the entire basin.   Focus !rst assessment,  
planning, and implementation e&orts on the Headwaters  
and Reach A sub-basins and tributaries, and then promote  
sub-basin-scale assessments proceeding downstream as time 
and resources allow.

Develop a HEADWATERS STRATEGY AND SUB!BASIN 
PLAN for Warm Springs Creek and the tributaries to Silver 
Bow Creek, with special emphasis on !sh passage and tributary 
restoration.   %e Silver Bow Creek Watershed Plan provides 
some guidance on generalized tributary priorities, which 
need to be developed into more speci!c tributary plans and 
projects.

4 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE  
RESTORATION PLANNING PROCESS 
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Build o& the strong foundation of the FWP/NRDP 
“Prioritization of Tributaries in the Upper Clark Fork River 
Basin for Fishery Enhancement,” and SYSTEMATICALLY 
INVENTORY AND ASSESS THE LIMITING FACTORS 
IN EACH PRIORITY TRIBUTARY (e.g. irrigation structure/
passage inventories, habitat quality, pollutants) using existing 
documentation and !eld surveys.

Develop speci!c FISHERIES GOALS AND BIOLOGICAL 
OBJECTIVES for each priority tributary.

Develop a COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT STRATEGY 
with the goal of integrating aquatic habitat improvement and 
agricultural sustainability. Work with conservation districts, 
radio, newspapers and schools to emphasize the compatibility 
of aquatic restoration with agriculture, and to provide support 
to long-term education on land management that includes 
aquatic and riparian values.

Develop an INTEGRATED FISHERIES AND HABITAT 
MONITORING PROGRAM FOR TRIBUTARIES, to 
document the impact of restoration projects and the overall 
recovery of !sh, water quality, and habitat, and to complement 
the existing monitoring of the mainstem river.

Assure that the monitoring program is linked to a FUNDED 
RESTORATION “MAINTENANCE” PROGRAM. Long-
term support to landowners in maintenance of restoration 
investments, especially !sh passage and irrigation infrastructure,  
is a key to enduring restoration success.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE  
RESTORATION PLANNING PROCESS 
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APPENDIX ONE:   
WATERSHED PLANNING EFFORTS IN THE UPPER CLARK FORK

A number of recent assessment and planning e$orts 
in the Upper Clark Fork provide an assessment 
of conditions and issues at a basin scale, and the 
prioritization of reaches/sub-basins/tributaries. A 

review of selected recent watershed planning e$orts in the 
Upper Clark Fork follows.

A. THE 2007 BEAVERHEAD!DEER LODGE FOREST PLAN.  "e 
Beaverhead Deer Lodge Forest developed a new Forest Plan in 2007 which 
includes explicit “Aquatic Resources” goals, objectives and standards. "is Plan 
speci&es a number of “Fish Key Watersheds” where strong populations of bull 
trout and westslope cu!hroat trout exist.  Fish Key watersheds are watersheds 
where populations of these native &sh “exhibit numbers, life histories, age classes, 
recruitment levels, and reproductive characteristics representative of historic 
conditions” (USFS, 2007, p. 12). Length of stream occupied by native trout and 
the genetic purity of the populations were key criteria in selecting “Fish Key 
Watersheds.”  Some “Fish Key Watersheds” were selected in each major sub-basin, 
while a group of “Fish Key Watersheds” was selected in upper Rock Creek to 
provide protection for a larger, migratory native trout population (and bull trout 
core area).

"e Forest Service’s future management activities for these watersheds 
“emphasizes conservation of westslope cu!hroat and bull trout by protecting and 
restoring components, processes, and landforms that provide quality habitat” in 
concert with the directives of the Inland Fish Conservation Strategy (InFISH).

"e 2007 Forest Plan also de&ned “restoration watersheds” which have a high risk, 
or known degraded conditions (e.g. related to roads, mines, grazing pressure).  
"ese watersheds were prioritized for restoration investments. "e USFS Fish 
Priority Watersheds and Restoration Watersheds for the Pintler Ranger District 
and Bu!e Ranger District include the vast majority of the Upper Clark Fork. "ose 
watersheds are shown on MAP:

Since many of the most important remaining native trout populations in the 
Upper Clark Fork are located on USFS lands, this prioritization of watersheds 
needing protection is extremely important to the overall basin restoration 
strategy. "ese “Fish Key Watersheds” represent strongholds for native &sh that 
require greatest protection, and some of the most important future sources of 
native &sh for repopulation of restored tributaries and mainstem reaches. 
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B.  THE 2010 MONTANA DEQ “UPPER CLARK FORK RIVER 
TRIBUTARIES TMDL.” "is TMDL document assesses sediment, metals and 
temperature issues in 31 tributaries to the Upper Clark Fork in Reach A and 
Reach B (downstream to above the Flint Creek con#uence). "e focus is on 10 
tributaries with documented sediment issues, 11 streams with documented 
metals contamination issues, and 1 stream with a documented temperature 
issue. "e report quanti&es the known sources of contamination in each stream 
(primarily non-point sources), establishes a total allowable contaminant load, and 
determines the allocation of that load from each source.

"is TMDL document does not include tributaries within the Li!le Blackfoot 
sub-watershed, the Flint and Rock Creek basins, or other areas in Reach C (below 
Drummond).  But it does give a good basis for understanding water quality 
improvement needs in tributaries of Reach A and Reach B. In 2010 the Watershed 
Restoration Coalition initiated further assessment of tributaries under a TMDL 
implementation grant (see WRC, Sampling and Analysis Plan, 2010).  

C.  THE 2010 MONTANA FISH WILDLIFE AND PARKS/NATURAL 
RESOURCE DAMAGE PROGRAM “Prioritization of Tributaries in the Upper 
Clark Fork river Basin for Fishery Enhancement.”  "is document provides a logical 
basis for prioritization of &shery enhancement projects in the entire Upper 
Clark Fork, based on goals derived from the Natural Resource Damage Program 
se!lements. "e &shery goals that guide the prioritization are: 1) restore the 
mainstem &shery by improving recruitment of trout from tributaries; 2) replace 
lost trout angling in the mainstem by improving trout populations and &shing 
opportunities in tributaries; and 3) maintain or improve native &sh populations.

"e FWP/NRD Prioritization of tributaries is not based solely on ecological criteria, 
but re#ects the preferences based on the geographic location of damages on 
which the se!lement agreements were based (i.e., projects in Silver Bow Creek and 
Reach A, the most upstream reach of the mainstem, receive higher priority).  

"e resulting tributary prioritization map therefore re#ects the &shery goals and 
priorities of the Natural Resource Damage Program, which may vary slightly in 
geographic emphasis from a prioritization system based simply on ecological 
criteria.  Also, the focus of this document is on tributaries where passive or active 
restoration is needed and expected to lead to positive ecological results.  "ere is 
no “protection” recommendation explicitly integrated into the document for the 
highest value native &sheries.  Nonetheless, the FWP/NRD prioritization process is 
extremely valuable because it was based on a large &sheries &eld data collection 
e$ort, substantial point-based assessment of aquatic habitat, and sound scienti&c 
logic; it is a key guiding document for aquatic restoration planning in the Upper 
Clark Fork.
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DRAFT MAP OF MT FWP/NRDP PRIORITIZED TRIBUTARIES, MARCH, 2010.
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D.   THE 2007 NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGE PROGRAM “Revised 
Restoration Plan for the Clark Fork River Aquatic and Riparian Resources.”   "is 
plan lays out the restoration approach and priorities of the State of Montana 
for the Clark Fork River corridor, work that will be done in conjunction with the 
remediation work mandated by the EPA in the Record of Decision for the Clark 
Fork River.  "is restoration work will be focused on 1) removing additional 
tailings in the #oodplain, especially Reach A; 2) streambank stabilization and 
aquatic/terrestrial habitat improvements in Reaches B & C; 3) additional planting 
in the #oodplain; 4) land acquisitions and easements to protect the restored 
#oodplain; and 5) tributary restoration and replacement actions. "ere is a $27 
million (plus interest) budget for restoration.

"e State has clear restoration goals: 1) restore aquatic resources in the Clark 
Fork river to baseline conditions; 2) restore terrestrial habitat in riparian zone/
#oodplains to baseline conditions; 3) o$set the residual e$ects to #ora and 
fauna from toxics (stream sediment and water quality e$ects); 4) develop a plan 
to protect and manage the river corridor; and 5) improve the natural aesthetic 
values of the Clark Fork.  

"e 2007 Plan document has no detailed strategy to integrate the tributary and 
mainstem restoration activities, although “tributary restoration” is a key component 
of the Plan.  Instead, the Plan says “"ese (tributary) restoration e$orts will focus 
on restoring habitat, water quality, and water quantity critical to developing and 
maintaining a &shery that resembles baseline conditions in the Clark Fork River. 
restoration may include but is not limited to restoring spawning beds, controlling 
sediment sources, establishing pool habitat, providing instream and overhead 
cover, controlling &sh passage, and maintaining water quality and quantity.

"is further tributary work will primarily occur outside of this Restoration Plan, 
and would be funded through the Restoration Fund grants program….” (NRDP, 
2007, p.32) 

E.  TROUT UNLIMITED, 1999, “RESTORING THE UPPER CLARK FORK: 
GUIDELINES FOR ACTION.”  "is document provides the outline of a 
plan to restore water quality and stream#ow, riparian habitat, improve aquatic 
habitat and &sheries, improve recreation, promote public participation, and 
provide incentives for long-term conservation of lands.  Although this document 
is over a decade old, it lays out an approach to restoring the Upper Clark Fork 
watershed in an integrated fashion, with speci&c recommendations for the types 
of restoration “tools” that will be most helpful in which reaches and tributaries. 
Many of the recommendations for restoration priorities and tributary focus areas 
in “Appendix A: Fisheries Restoration, “are still relevant.
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F.   THE 2005 NATURAL RESOURCE DAMAGE PROGRAM “SILVER 
BOW CREEK WATERSHED PLAN.” "is was an integrated planning e$ort 
, including a public involvement process, directed at the 394 sq. mile Silver 
Bow Creek watershed.  "is plan identi&es and prioritizes speci&c restoration 
needs throughout the tributaries to Silver Bow Creek. "e plan has not yet been 
systematically implemented, but its data and priorities are largely still valid.
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APPENDIX TWO: 
RESTORATION TECHNIQUES

1. FLOW RESTORATION, THE LEGAL BASICS: Water rights in Montana, like 
in most other western states, are guided by the prior appropriation doctrine – 
or “&rst in time, &rst in right.”  "e Montana Constitution declares that all waters 
within the state are owned by the state for the use of its people.  Such waters 
can be appropriated for a state recognized bene&cial use.  "e 1973 Montana 
Water Use Act, Title 85, chapter 2, MCA, governs post-July 1, 1973 water right 
appropriations and sets parameters for changing the point of diversion, place of 
use, purpose of use, or place of storage of any water right.  

Stream#ow restoration requires the change of a consumptive use water right 
from one state recognized bene&cial use (e.g., irrigation, stock, municipal, 
domestic) through a temporary change or lease of a water right to enhance 
instream #ow to bene&t the &shery resource in a designated stream reach.  "e 
water right change process is dictated by statute, §§ 85-2-402 and 85-2-408, 
MCA, and administrative rules promulgated by the Montana Department of 
Natural Resources and Conservation (DNRC), Administrative Rules of Montana 
36.12.1901, et. seq.  

A water right holder has 3 options to temporarily change a water right to instream 
use: (1) lease all or a portion to the FWP; (2) lease all or a portion to a private 
party who will manage the water right instream to bene&t the &shery; or (3) 
convert the water right to instream use without a lease.  "e temporary change 
is limited to 10 years, with unlimited renewals.  However, if the water for change 
to instream use has been made available through the implementation of water 
savings methods (e.g., ditch lining, piping, switching from #ood to sprinkler 
irrigation), the change period may be extended up to 30 years with unlimited 
renewals.  Both the original change and renewal process are subject to public 
notice.  

A typical #ow restoration project involves the acquisition or lease of historic 
irrigation water rights which are then changed to an instream use through the 
DNRC.  Once the change authorization is issued by the DNRC, the water right, 
which retains its historic priority date, is subject to call from senior water rights 
and may also call on junior users to relinquish water to ful&ll the instream right in 
times of water shortage.  

"e amount of water available for change to instream #ow is generally equal 
to the amount of water lost to the stream reach designated for instream #ow 
protection under the historic operation of the water right to be changed.  
Pursuant to § 85-2-408 (7), MCA, “[t]he maximum quantity of water that may by 
changed to maintain and enhance stream#ows to bene&t the &shery resource 
is the amount historically diverted.  However, only the amount historically 
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consumed, or a smaller amount if speci&ed by the department in the lease 
authorization, may be used to maintain or enhance stream#ows to bene&t the 
&shery resource below the existing point of diversion.” "e Montana Supreme 
Court has recently interpreted this statute to allow for the protection of the full 
historic diverted amount downstream from the historic point of diversion to 
the historic point of return #ows.  "e DNRC also has the discretion to limit the 
amount of water available for change to avoid adverse a$ect to other water right 
holders.  

"e ability to change consumptive use water rights to instream use has proven to 
be an e$ective tool for restoring important &shery #ows.  In many cases, senior 
water right holders may divert most, if not all, of a stream to satisfy their water 
rights.  "ese irrigation diversions lead to dewatering of certain stream reaches, 
o)en leaving important tributary streams with dry or nearly dry streambeds 
and unconnected from mainstem rivers.  "is tributary connection is important 
because tributaries o)en provide spawning and rearing habitat, not only for 
&sh living in the tributary but also for &sh that spend most of their lives in the 
mainstem river. Many species, especially native species that live in a mainstem 
river annually migrate up the tributaries to spawn, typically in the spring, early 
summer, or fall, depending on the species. A)er the fry hatch from the eggs, they 
may spend many months in the tributary, until they are old enough to move down 
to the mainstem. When the habitat is dried up, that important connection can be 
lost'migration may not occur, or when it does, the young of the year may not 
survive the dewatering of the stream.

Changing the use of a consumptive water right to instream #ow can re-water 
a reach that has su$ered from dewatering, reconnecting a stream to the river. 
Generally this re-watered stream reach – or protected reach – begins at or 
immediately downstream from the historic point of diversion and continues either 
to the mouth of the stream or to the end of the dewatered reach.

FLOW RESTORATION: COMMON TOOLS

WATER RIGHT ACQUISITION: "e acquisition of water rights for instream #ow 
restoration is typically the most cost-e$ective solution for enhancing stream#ow 
while o$ering long-term assurances for permanent #ow restoration.  "e upfront 
cost of acquiring a water right (valued on a per acre-foot basis) may initially 
appear expensive when compared to the cost of a temporary lease.  However, 
assuming that the cost of water may increase over time, when projected over a 
longer term acquisitions make more economic sense.  An important consideration 
in acquiring water rights is the potential of creating an unfavorable social 
perception, when farm land is “dried up” or a water right is severed from the land. 

Another consideration regarding acquisition is currently, under Montana law, only 
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DFWP has limited authority to permanently change water rights it holds in fee 
simple to instream use.  Water rights acquired by a private entity, like the Clark 
Fork Coalition, and converted to instream use are limited to ten year changes 
(30 year for salvage water) with unlimited renewals, even if those water rights are 
owned by the private party.  

WATER RIGHT LEASING: Temporary water leasing has been the most common 
mechanism for #ow restoration in the state.  In the short-term, leasing o$ers a 
more a$ordable rate for water per acre-foot cost.  However, due to its temporary 
nature, leasing is likely a temporary &x to de-watering problems.  "ere is 
generally no guarantee that the leased water right will be available for a lease 
renewal at the end of each term.  In addition, water costs will continue to increase 
in the future with increased demand.  "e value of a short-term lease is the ability 
to experiment with #ow enhancement to inform the parameters of a permanent 
acquisition.  "erefore, leasing should be viewed as a more a$ordable short-term 
solution to enhancing stream#ows, and regarded as a riskier more costly long-
term solution to #ow restoration.  

SALVAGE WATER LEASING: Salvage water or conserved water is a portion of a 
water right which is freed up from the historical duty of water through e%ciency 
improvements.  An example is piping or lining an irrigation ditch that conserves 
ditch seepage water which otherwise would have been lost to the ground during 
conveyance of irrigation water.  Other methods of salvaging water might be when 
a #ood irrigator converts to sprinkler irrigation.  "is type of irrigation conversion 
o)en results in a reduction of diverted volume of water which may be leased to 
enhance stream#ow. 

Pairing instream #ow restoration with irrigation e%ciency improvements is 
essential for #ow restoration in the UCFRB where there is great potential to work 
with large irrigation ditch companies and other water users to conserve or reduce 
historic diverted volumes of water through infrastructure improvements.  

FISH PASSAGE IMPROVEMENTS involve reconnecting streams so that &sh can 
move upstream and down at the appropriate season.  "ese projects involve 
a wide variety of techniques, which include addressing dewatering or stream 
temperature barriers, as well as physical barriers to &sh migration.   Road culvert 
replacements, as well as installing &sh ladders and &sh screens on irrigation 
diversions, are some of the most critical needs for improving &sh passage in the 
Upper Clark Fork watershed.  

Road culverts can create impassable barriers, either through acceleration of 
stream velocity beyond the limits of certain &sh (especially juveniles), or because 
of drops or “arti&cial waterfalls” at culvert outlets.  Culvert projects usually involve 
replacement of culverts, o)en with a new larger structure, and a new alignment 
designed to follow the stream’s pro&le and reduce velocities. "e most “state of 
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the art” culverts are designed with a “stream simulation” approach, o)en using 
natural stream width and natural substrate in the bo!om of the culvert (see 
h!p://www.stream.fs.fed.us/%shxing/).

Irrigation diversions are a common &sh passage barrier on tributaries to the 
Upper Clark Fork.  Irrigation structures which force water to #ow over a 
substantial vertical drop, or which use a shallow hardened splash pad, can 
impede the upstream migration of &sh. Fish ladders are occasionally used to 
address upstream passage, but a be!er solution is o)en to redesign the diversion 
structures to e$ectively divert irrigation water, improve the irrigator’s control of 
#ow, pass debris during high #ows, and allow the natural movement of &sh up and 
downstream, resulting in a “win-win” situation for irrigators and &sh.

A second, o)en more serious, problem at irrigation diversions on tributaries 
and the mainstem is the entrainment of &sh in irrigation canals while they are 
a!empting to move or migrate downstream.  "is problem can result in high rates 
of loss of &sh through predation or stress, especially when a diversion takes large 
amounts of water out of the stream'high rates of loss of downstream migrating 
juvenile native &sh have been documented in western Montana (Bahn, Leslie, 
2007).  

Fish screens are a solution to this problem. Screens come in a wide variety 
of styles, including mechanical self-cleaning screens, turbulent fountains, and 
horizontal, #at-plate or wedge-wire screens, among others. Fish screens can 
be very expensive. Irrigators who use pivot sprinklers are interested in screens 
to protect their infrastructure, so a well-designed screen can o)en serve both 
agricultural and &shery purposes. 

HABITAT ENHANCEMENT projects address the loss of habitat integrity and 
complexity, and aim to improve &sh and wildlife diversity and abundance. 
"e diverse set of techniques include both “passive” and “active” approaches, 
and need to be customized to the speci&c impairments at the site, the type of 
stream, and the land use.  Generally, the “passive” approach is to simply remove 
the source of disturbance (for example, changing the frequency and duration 
of grazing).  If streams have been drastically altered, natural processes alone 
are unlikely to result in improvements within a reasonable timeframe, and the 
“active” approach is more suitable (for example, a channelized stream needs to be 
recon&gured using bio-engineering and heavy earth-moving equipment). 

UPLAND WATERSHED IMPROVEMENTS typically involve working to 
reduce the road network, which contribute to sedimentation and &sh passage 
problems.  "e U.S. Forest Service controls the majority of the basin’s uplands, 
and road density has been demonstrated to be the most important single factor 
in determining the health of native &sheries on National Forest service lands 
(Reiman, 2000). Reducing the density of the road network through “rolling up,” 

http://www.stream.fs.fed.us/fishxing/
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decommissioning, or storm-proo&ng forest roads, especially larger roads near 
streams, is important for recovering native &sh populations. 

MINE RECLAMATION involves cleaning up abandoned hardrock mines, which 
can contaminate watershed soils and streams with toxic metals. Some areas of the 
Upper Clark Fork have numerous old mines, and clean-up of these sites is o)en 
expensive. "e Coalition is working with the Dept. of Environmental Quality, 
local governments, and the U.S. Forest Service, and DEQ to tackle these sites and 
improve water quality.
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